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PLANE CRAZY SATURDAY
After Action Report – March 21, 2015
Thank you Voyager Restaurant for allowing us to set up inside this month, as the winds from the west were
gusting to 25 at 9 a.m.! We were told that our turnout would be meager because the big LA County Air Show
was going on at Fox Airfield on the same day, but we are delighted to report that our turnout was truly
outstanding! Seats in the restaurant were full all day and there were lots of smiles everywhere!
David Robins from
Tehachapi flew his J-3/4 to
Plane Crazy Saturday in spite
of the wind! He spent time
with his friends and even
made some new ones.
Michael Gold and Justin
Gillen helped hold the wings
when he decided to leave in
the afternoon. The wind
kicked up a bit more as the
day progressed!
He said that once he
climbed out the air was
smooth all the way home to
Tehachapi.
David’s airplane is called a
Mini-Cub and has a
Volkswagon engine. He likes

to call it a J-3/4! It is a single
place, home-built experimental.
We had several modes of
transportation at Plane Crazy
Saturday in March! The British
Car Club from Bear Valley
Springs brought Jaguar’s and
MG’s for display. WOW!
Vinnie and Barbara Apicella,
Will and Sara Handley, Mike
Shea, Geoff Kimler and Robin
Dare, visiting from England
brought the classic beauties for
everyone to salivate over!

Bill Deaver captured this
digital image of Will and
Sara Handley’s MG TD. He
was very happy to see this
automobile, because he used
to own one just like it! Very
nice ride!

Next to the TD was the
magnificent black XK-120 and
lovely two-tone XK-140, both
owned by Vinnie and Barbara
Apicella.
There was an XJ-6, XK-8 and an
MG BGT.

Robin Dare assured everyone that
the weather here was pleasantly
warm and considerably better than
he would have been experiencing
at this time of year home in
England!

The Partenavia P.68 is an
Italian six-seat, twin engine,
high-wing monoplane built
by Partenavia and later
Vulcanair. Designed by
Professor Luigi Pascale and
originally put into production
in 1972, it was intended for
private or business use but
has also seen use as both a
training and a transport
aircraft. It was originally
named the Victor, although
this name was not used for
the production aircraft.
The P.68 Observer, which
was an Italian/German
development, has a
transparent nose for use in
police work and observation
duties.
This aircraft is privately
owned and is home based at
Oxnard.

Stalwart Mojave Transportation Museum Foundation Board
Member Wen Painter was signing in pilots on Saturday.
Everyone enjoys visiting with Wen.
Wen Painter is a U.S. Air Force veteran and retired
Aerospace Engineer from NASA Dryden after 30 years of
service, but is still called back to work from time to time for
information on research programs. He holds a BS in
Aeronautical Engineering; MA in Human Resource
Management and a MS in Aeronautical Engineering. He is a
licensed pilot and flight instructor.
As an Aeronautical Engineer at NASA, Wen worked on the
F-100 Variable Stability Airplane, Lifting Bodies HL-10, X24A, M2-F2, M2-F3, and STOL (Short Takeoff & Landing)
Airplane; F-8 Supercritical Wing Research Airplane, F-111
TACT (Transonic Aircraft Technology) Airplane; F-111 IPCS
(Integrated Propulsion Control System) Airplane, B-57B
Atmospheric Research Airplane; AD-1 Oblique Wing
Research Aircraft, and F-15 10-Degree Rotating Cone
Experiment.

Gold Wing Road Riders Association of
Victorville stopped by with over a dozen
magnificent motorcycles.

And the Hollywood-Burbank Harley group came
by a little later. The parking lot was full of bikes – so
cool!

They filled up the
restaurant too! Good for
Joudi!

Many thanks to Mary Ann Harness for asking Bob Curry to speak for our March Plane Crazy Saturday! March
3rd marked the 100th anniversary of NACA. March 3, 1915,
Congress established the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, or N-A-C-A, “to supervise and direct the scientific
study of the problems of flight with a view to their practical
solution, and to determine the problems which should be
experimentally attacked, and to discuss their solution and their
application to practical questions.” In 1958, the NACA's staff,
research facilities and know-how were transitioned to the new
NASA.
Excerpt from Tehachapi Society of Pilots newsletter – Jim
Wilhelm, Editor
Retired NASA Chief Scientist Robert Curry was happy to accept a
Plane Crazy Saturday cap from Cathy Hansen of the Mojave
Transportation Museum. Robert had just concluded an informative talk
on the 100-year history of NACA/NASA. The National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) was formed back in the Wright
Brothers era to “Advance Aeronautical Theory”. When the space craze
hit us in 1958, the name was changed to NASA. Robert worked for 39
years at NASA, and when he retired, he was the Chief Scientist at
NASA’s Dryden Flight Research Center. His career encompassed wind tunnel testing, actual flight testing, and
basic research about the problems of flight. He predicts that future research will produce ultra-efficient air
transportation. He is also excited that unknown flight conditions will continue to be explored. Robert currently
teaches Earth Sciences at
Antelope Valley College.
Also a great article appeared
in the March 29, 2015 issue of
the Antelope Valley Press by
Bill Deaver covering Curry’s
talk.
Thank you Bill Deaver,
Midge Wright, Heather Benes,
Chris Martin and Wen Painter
for pitching and helping on
Saturday. It was a fun and busy
day!
Mojave Air & Spaceport’s
Ron Langford is always a big
help and we appreciate him so
much!
Thank you to our PCS
sponsors: Mission Bank; Mariah Country Inn & Suites; Rosamond News; Kieffe & Sons Ford – Mojave and
Rosamond; Karl’s Hardware – Mojave and Rosamond; Voyager Restaurant and The Loop Community
Newspaper – Tehachapi!
Mark your calendar for April 18, 2015 – ‘MOJAVE EXPERIMENTAL FLY-IN’ – Go to
www.mojaveflyin.com for all the details! See you next month!

